Bjork S Homogenic 33 1 3
When people should go to the ebook stores, search start by shop, shelf by
shelf, it is essentially problematic. This is why we provide the books
compilations in this website. It will definitely ease you to look guide bjork s
homogenic 33 1 3 as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in point of fact
want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in
your method can be all best place within net connections. If you try to
download and install the bjork s homogenic 33 1 3, it is agreed simple then,
since currently we extend the member to purchase and create bargains to
download and install bjork s homogenic 33 1 3 suitably simple!
Arbitrage Theory in Continuous Time Tomas Björk 2009-08-06 The third edition of
this popular introduction to the classical underpinnings of the mathematics
behind finance continues to combine sound mathematical principles with economic
applications.Concentrating on the probabilistic theory of continuous arbitrage
pricing of financial derivatives, including stochastic optimal control theory
and Merton's fund separation theory, the book is designed for graduate students
and combines necessary mathematical background with a solid economic focus. It
includes a solved example for every new technique presented, contains numerous
exercises, and suggests further reading in each chapter.In this substantially
extended new edition Bjork has added separate and complete chapters on the
martingale approach to optimal investment problems, optimal stopping theory
with applications to American options, and positive interest models and their
connection to potential theory and stochastic discount factors.More advanced
areas of study are clearly marked to help students and teachers use the book as
it suits their needs.
The Velvet Underground's The Velvet Underground and Nico Joe Harvard 2004-03-31
The Velvet Underground and Nico has influenced the sound of more bands than any
other album. And remarkably, it still sounds as fresh and challenging today as
it did upon its release in 1967. In this book, Joe Harvard covers everything
from Lou Reed's lyrical genius to John Cale's groundbreaking instrumentation,
and from the creative input of Andy Warhol to the fine details of the recording
process. With input from co-producer Norman Dolph and Velvets fan Jonathan
Richman, Harvard documents the creation of a record which - in the eyes of many
- has never been matched. EXCERPT In 1966, some studios, like Abbey Road, had
technicians in white lab coats, and even the less formal studios usually had
actual engineering graduates behind the consoles. Studios were still more about
science than art. Clients who dared make technical suggestions were treated
with bemusement, derision, or hostility. The Velvets were a young band under
constant critical attack, and the pressure to conform in order to gain
acceptance must have been tremendous. Most bands of that era compromised with
their record companies, through wholesale revamping of their image from
wardrobe to musical style, changing or omitting lyrics, creating drastically
edited versions for radio airplay, or eliminating songs entirely from their
sets and records. With Andy Warhol in the band's corner, such threats were
minimized.
Kanye West's My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy Kirk Walker Graves 2014-06-19 In
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the first decade of the twenty-first century, Kanye West created the most
compelling body of pop music by an American artist during the period. Having
risen from obscurity as a precocious producer through the ranks of Jay Z's RocA-Fella records, by the time he released My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy
(MBDTF) in late 2010, West had evolved into a master collagist, an alchemist
capable of transfiguring semi-obscure soul samples and indelible beats into a
brash and vulnerable new art form. A look at the arc of his career, from the
heady chipmunk soul exuberance of The College Dropout (2004) to the operatic
narcissism of MBDTF, tells us about the march of pop music into the digital age
and, by extension, the contradictions that define our cultural epoch. In a
cloud-based and on-demand culture – a place of increasing virtualization,
loneliness, and hyper-connectivity – West straddles this critical moment as
what David Samuels of The Atlantic calls "the first true genius of the iPhone
era, the Mozart of contemporary American music." In the land of taking a
selfie, honing a personal brand, and publicly melting down online, Kanye West
is the undisputed king. Swallowing the chaos wrought by his public persona and
digesting it as a grandiose allegory of self-redemption, Kanye sublimates his
narcissism to paint masterstroke after masterstroke on MBDTF, a 69-minute hymn
to egotistical excess. Sampling and ventriloquizing the pop music past to tell
the story of its future – very much a tale of our culture's wish for unfettered
digital ubiquity – MBDTF is the album of its era, an aesthetic self-acquittal
and spiritual autobiography of our era's most dynamic artist.
The 33 1/3 B-sides Will Stockton 2019-09-05 If given another chance to write
for the series, which albums would 33 1/3 authors focus on the second time
around? This anthology features compact essays from past 33 1/3 authors on
albums that consume them, but about which they did not write. It explores often
overlooked and underrated albums that may not have inspired their 33 1/3 books,
but have played a large part in their own musical cultivation. Questions
central to the essays include: How has this album influenced your worldview?
How does this album intersect with your other creative and critical pursuits?
How does this album index a particular moment in cultural history? In your own
personal history? Why is the album perhaps under-the-radar, or a buried
treasure? Why can't you stop listening to it? Bringing together 33 1/3's rich
array of writers, critics, and scholars, this collection probes our taste in
albums, our longing for certain tunes, and our desire to hit repeat--all while
creating an expansive "must-listen" list for readers in search of unexplored
musical territories.
Moonstone Sjón 2016-08-02 Reykjavik, 1918. The eruptions of the Katla volcano
darken the sky night and day. Yet despite the natural disaster, the shortage of
coal and the Great War still raging in the outside world, life in the small
capital goes on as always. Sixteen-year-old Mani Steinn lives for the movies.
Awake, he lives on the fringes of society. Asleep, he dreams in pictures, the
threads of his own life weaving through the tapestry of the films he loves.
When the Spanish flu epidemic comes ashore, killing hundreds of townspeople and
forcing thousands to their sick beds, the shadows that linger at the edges of
existence grow darker and Mani is forced to re-evaluate both the society around
him and his role in it. Evoking the moment when Iceland's saga culture met the
new narrative form of the cinema and when the isolated island became swept up
in global events, this is the story of a misfit transformed by his experiences
in a world where life and death, reality and imagination, secrets and
revelations jostle for dominance.
Björk's Homogenic Emily Mackay 2017-10-05 In recent years, Björk's artistry has
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become ever more ambitious and ever more respected. With the release of her
conceptual app-album Biophilia in 2011, and a huge retrospective exhibition at
New York's Museum of Modern Art coinciding with her most recent album,
Vulnicura, in 2015, her status as artpop auteur has been secured. The album
that made all this possible, though is 1997's Homogenic, a turning point in
Björk's career and still among her finest musical achievements. Produced under
great strain, it moves beyond the stylistic magpie rush of Debut and the
urbanophile future-pop of Post, to something darker, stronger and braver, full
of dramatic assertions of independence, sharp, stuttering beats, rich strings
and raw outbursts of noise. It created, as the Alexander McQueen designed
sleeve clearly asserted, a new Björk, one who would never stop hunting.
This Is Your Brain on Music Daniel J. Levitin 2006-08-03 In this groundbreaking
union of art and science, rocker-turned-neuroscientist Daniel J. Levitin
explores the connection between music—its performance, its composition, how we
listen to it, why we enjoy it—and the human brain. Taking on prominent thinkers
who argue that music is nothing more than an evolutionary accident, Levitin
poses that music is fundamental to our species, perhaps even more so than
language. Drawing on the latest research and on musical examples ranging from
Mozart to Duke Ellington to Van Halen, he reveals: • How composers produce some
of the most pleasurable effects of listening to music by exploiting the way our
brains make sense of the world • Why we are so emotionally attached to the
music we listened to as teenagers, whether it was Fleetwood Mac, U2, or Dr. Dre
• That practice, rather than talent, is the driving force behind musical
expertise • How those insidious little jingles (called earworms) get stuck in
our head A Los Angeles Times Book Award finalist, This Is Your Brain on Music
will attract readers of Oliver Sacks and David Byrne, as it is an
unprecedented, eye-opening investigation into an obsession at the heart of
human nature.
Jeff Buckley's Grace Daphne Brooks 2005-04-28 The power and influence of Grace
increases with each passing year. Here, Daphne Brooks traces Jeff Buckley's
fascinating musical development through the earliest stages of his career, up
to the release of the album. With access to rare archival material, Brooks
illustrates Buckley's passion for life and hunger for musical knowledge, and
shows just why he was such a crucial figure in the American music scene of the
1990s. EXCERPT: Jeff Buckley was piecing together a contemporary popular music
history for himself that was steeped in the magic of singing. He was busy
hearing how Dylan channeled Billie Holiday in Blonde On Blonde and how Robert
Plant was doing his best to sound like Janis Joplin on early Led Zeppelin
recordings. He was thinking about doo-wop and opera and Elton John and working
at developing a way to harness the power of the voice...In the process, he was
re-defining punk and grunge "attitude" itself by rejecting the ambivalent
sexual undercurrents of those movements, as well as Led Zeppelin's canonical
"cock rock" kingdom that he'd grown up adoring. He was forging a one-man
revolution set to the rhythms of New York City and beyond. And he was on the
brink of recording his elegant battle in song for the world to hear.
Belle & Sebastian's If You're Feeling Sinister Scott Plagenhoef 2007-09-15 If
You're Feeling Sinister shows how Belle & Sebastian transformed themselves over
the space of a decade, from a slightly shambolic cult secret into a polished,
highly entertaining, mainstream pop group. Along the way, the book shows how
the internet has revolutionized how we discover new music-often at the cost of
romance and mystery.
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Aphex Twin's Selected Ambient Works Marc Weidenbaum 2014-02-13 Extravagantly
opaque, willfully vaporous - Aphex Twin's Selected Ambient Works Volume II,
released by the estimable British label Warp Records in 1994, rejuvenated
ambient music for the Internet Age that was just dawning. In the United States,
it was Richard D. James's first full length on Sire Records (home to Madonna
and Depeche Mode) under the moniker Aphex Twin; Sire helped usher him in as a
major force in music, electronic or otherwise. Faithful to Brian Eno's
definition of ambient music, Selected Ambient Works Volume II was intentionally
functional: it furnished chill out rooms, the sanctuaries amid intense raves.
Choreographers and film directors began to employ it to their own ends, and in
the intervening decades this background music came to the fore, adapted by
classical composers who reverse-engineered its fragile textures for performance
on acoustic instruments. Simultaneously, “ambient” has moved from esoteric
sound art to central tenet of online culture. This book contends that despite a
reputation for being beatless, the album exudes percussive curiosity, providing
a sonic metaphor for our technologically mediated era of countless synchronized
nanosecond metronomes.
34 Scores for Piano, Organ, Harpsicord and Celeste Björk 2017 "34 Scores for
Piano, Organ, Harpsichord and Celeste is the first ever sheet music to be
published by Bjork. The career-spanning scorebook includes selections from
Debut, Post, Homogenic, Selmasongs, Vespertine, Medulla, Bjork's Drawing
Restraint 9 soundtrack, Volta and Vulnicura, reimagines what can be achieved
with traditional sheet music, and continues Bjork's history of exploiting new
technologies for creative innovation. Created in collaboration with longtime
pianist and collaborator Jonas Sen, design house M/M (Paris) and engraver
Werner Wolff, the scorebook expands the possibilities of traditional notation
using unique, custom fonts and artwork and a triple-layer approach devised by
Bjork and Sen"-- Publisher description.
Financial Asset Pricing Theory Claus Munk 2013-04-18 The book presents models
for the pricing of financial assets such as stocks, bonds, and options. The
models are formulated and analyzed using concepts and techniques from
mathematics and probability theory. It presents important classic models and
some recent 'state-of-the-art' models that outperform the classics.
Michael Jackson's Dangerous Susan Fast 2014-09-25 FC -- Title Page -Copyritght -- Contents -- Acknowledgments -- Introduction: Telling Stories
about Michael Jackson -- Noise -- Desire -- Utopia -- Soul -- Coda: Dangerous - Notes
Understanding Popular Music Culture Roy Shuker 2016-01-29 This extensively
revised and expanded fifth edition of Understanding Popular Music Culture
provides an accessible and comprehensive introduction to the production,
distribution, consumption and meaning of popular music, and the debates that
surround popular culture and popular music. Reflecting the continued
proliferation of popular music studies, the new music industry in a digital
age, and the emergence of new stars, this new edition has been reorganized and
extensively updated throughout, making for a more coherent and sequenced
coverage of the field. These updates include: two new chapters entitled ‘The
Real Thing’: Authenticity, covers and the canon and ‘Time Will Pass You By’:
Histories and popular memory new case studies on artists including The Rolling
Stones, Lorde, One Direction and Taylor Swift further examples of musical
texts, genres, and performers throughout including additional coverage of
Electronic Dance Music expanded coverage on the importance of the back
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catalogue and the box set; reality television and the music biopic greater
attention to the role and impact of the internet and digital developments in
relation to production, dissemination, mediation and consumption; including the
role of social network sites and streaming services each chapter now has its
own set of expanded references to facilitate further investigation. Additional
resources for students and teachers can also be found on the companion website
(www.routledge.com/cw/shuker), which includes additional case studies, links to
relevant websites and a discography of popular music metagenres.
The Structuring of Organizations Henry Mintzberg 1979 How do organizations
structure themselves? A synthesis of the empirical literature in the field,
supported by numerous examples and illustrations, provides images that produce
a theory. The author introduces five basic configurations of structure - the
simple structure, the machine bureaucracy, the professional bu- reaucracy, the
divisionalized form, and the adhocracy. This book reveals that structure seems
to be at the root of many questions about organizations and why they function
as they do.
Portishead's Dummy RJ Wheaton 2011-10-06 An album which distilled a genre from
the musical, cultural, and social ether, Portishead's Dummy was such a complete
artistic achievement that its ubiquitous successes threatened to exhaust its
own potential. RJ Wheaton offers an impressionistic investigation of Dummy that
imitates the cumulative structure of the album itself, piecing together
interviews, impressions of time and place, cultural criticism, and a thorough
exploration of the music itself. The approach focuses as much on the reception
and response that Dummy engendered as it does on the original production of the
album. How is that so many people have, collectively, made a quintessential
headphone album into a nightclub album? How have they made the product of a
niche local scene into an international success? This is the story of how an
innovative, experimental album became the iconic sound for the better part of a
decade; and an aesthetic template for the experience of music in the digital
age.
Proceedings, 2019, MaxEnt 2019 Udo von Toussaint 2020-03-19 This Proceedings
book presents papers from the 39th International Workshop on Bayesian Inference
and Maximum Entropy Methods in Science and Engineering, MaxEnt 2019. The
workshop took place at the Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics in Garching
near Munich, Germany, from 30 June to 5 July 2019, and invited contributions on
all aspects of probabilistic inference, including novel techniques,
applications, and work that sheds new light on the foundations of inference.
Addressed are inverse and uncertainty quantification (UQ) and problems arising
from a large variety of applications, such as earth science, astrophysics,
material and plasma science, imaging in geophysics and medicine, nondestructive
testing, density estimation, remote sensing, Gaussian process (GP) regression,
optimal experimental design, data assimilation, and data mining.
Numerical Mathematics and Computing E. Ward Cheney 2012-05-15 Authors Ward
Cheney and David Kincaid show students of science and engineering the potential
computers have for solving numerical problems and give them ample opportunities
to hone their skills in programming and problem solving. NUMERICAL MATHEMATICS
AND COMPUTING, 7th Edition also helps students learn about errors that
inevitably accompany scientific computations and arms them with methods for
detecting, predicting, and controlling these errors. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
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Game Research Methods: An Overview Patri Lankoski 2015 "Games are increasingly
becoming the focus for research due to their cultural and economic impact on
modern society. However, there are many different types of approaches and
methods than can be applied to understanding games or those that play games.
This book provides an introduction to various game research methods that are
useful to students in all levels of higher education covering both
quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods. In addition, approaches using game
development for research is described. Each method is described in its own
chapter by a researcher with practical experience of applying the method to
topic of games. Through this, the book provides an overview of research methods
that enable us to better our understanding on games."--Provided by publisher.
Dark City Eddie Muller 2021-07-20 This revised and expanded edition of Eddie
Muller's Dark City is a film noir lover's bible, taking readers on a tour of
the urban landscape of the grim and gritty genre in a definitive, highly
illustrated volume. Dark Cityexpands with new chapters and a fresh collection
of restored photos that illustrate the mythic landscape of the imagination.
It's a place where the men and women who created film noir often find
themselves dangling from the same sinister heights as the silver-screen avatars
to whom they gave life. Eddie Muller, host of Turner Classic Movies' Noir
Alley, takes readers on a spellbinding trip through treacherous terrain:
Hollywood in the post-World War II years, where art, politics, scandal, style - and brilliant craftsmanship -- produced a new approach to moviemaking, and a
new type of cultural mythology.
Numerical Methods in Scientific Computing: Germund Dahlquist 2008-09-04 This
work addresses the increasingly important role of numerical methods in science
and engineering. It combines traditional and well-developed topics with other
material such as interval arithmetic, elementary functions, operator series,
convergence acceleration, and continued fractions.
Bjork Mark Pytlik 2003 "The life and music of IcelandÆs Bj÷rk Gudmundsdottir,
from her origins as a burgeoning child star and her days spent training on the
battleground of IcelandÆs notoriously seditious punk scene to her eventual
emergence as one of pop music's pioneering figures, are explored in this
comprehensive biography. Punk extremist, teenage mother, fashion iconoclast,
fierce independent, emotional conduit, feminist antihero, reluctant actress,
unabashed music geek, and loverùno side of the complex artist is left
unexamined. Described are Bj÷rk's merging of naturalism with technology, selfempowerment with unflinching vulnerability, and elements of avant-garde and
experimental music with her own irrefutably unique sensibilities. Containing a
detailed songbook and more than 30 exclusive interviews with close family
members, past band mates, and frequent collaborators, this is an exhaustive and
revealing look at the life, music, and philosophy of one of modern musicÆs most
compelling innovators."
The Digital Scholar Martin Weller 2011-09-01 This book is available as open
access through the Bloomsbury Open Access programme and is available on
www.bloomsburycollections.com. While industries such as music, newspapers, film
and publishing have seen radical changes in their business models and practices
as a direct result of new technologies, higher education has so far resisted
the wholesale changes we have seen elsewhere. However, a gradual and
fundamental shift in the practice of academics is taking place. Every aspect of
scholarly practice is seeing changes effected by the adoption and possibilities
of new technologies. This book will explore these changes, their implications
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for higher education, the possibilities for new forms of scholarly practice and
what lessons can be drawn from other sectors.
Tori Amos's Boys for Pele Amy Gentry 2018-11-01 It's hard to think of a solo
female recording artist who has been as revered or as reviled over the course
of her career as Tori Amos. Amy Gentry argues that these violent aesthetic
responses to Amos's performance, both positive and negative, are organized
around disgust-the disgust that women are taught to feel, not only for their
own bodies, but for their taste in music. Released in 1996, Amos's third album,
Boys for Pele, represents the height of Amos's willingness to explore the ugly
qualities that make all of her music, even her more conventionally beautiful
albums, so uncomfortably, and so wonderfully, strange. Using a blend of memoir,
criticism, and aesthetic theory, Gentry argues that the aesthetics of disgust
are useful for thinking in a broader way about women's experience of all art
forms.
Sleater-Kinney's Dig Me Out Jovana Babovic 2016-05-19 Sleater-Kinney's 1997
album Dig Me Out is built on Corin Tucker and Carrie Brownstein's competing
guitars, Janet Weiss's muscular rhythms, and layered vocals that teeter between
an urgent, banshee-like vibrato and a lower accompaniment. Dig Me Out was the
band's third studio album, but the first one written and recoded with Weiss. It
inaugurated Sleater-Kinney into a lineup that would span its two-decade career.
This 33 1/3 follows the narrative of Dig Me Out from its inception in Olympia
to its recording in Seattle and its reception across the United States. It's
anchored in a short period of time – roughly from mid-1996 to mid-1998 – but it
encompasses a series of battles over meaning that continued to preoccupy
Sleater-Kinney in the coming decades. The band wrestled with the media about
how they would be presented to the public, it contended with technicians about
how their sound would be heard in clubs, and they struggled with pervasive
social hierarchies about how their work would be understood in popular culture.
The only instance where the band didn't have to put up much of a fight was when
it came to their fans. The acclaim Sleater-Kinney received from their listeners
in the late 1990s, and continue to receive today, speaks to a need for icons
who challenged normative notions of culture and gender. This story of Dig Me
Out chronicles how Sleater-Kinney won the fight to define themselves on their
own terms – as women and as musicians – and, in the process, how they redefined
the parameters of rock.
A Text Book of Medical Instruments S. Ananthi 2006 About the Book: This book
has therefore subdivided the realm of medical instruments into the same
sections like a text on physiology and introduces the basic early day methods
well, before dealing with the details of present day instruments currently in
Inverse Problem Theory and Methods for Model Parameter Estimation Albert
Tarantola 2005-01-01 While the prediction of observations is a forward problem,
the use of actual observations to infer the properties of a model is an inverse
problem. Inverse problems are difficult because they may not have a unique
solution. The description of uncertainties plays a central role in the theory,
which is based on probability theory. This book proposes a general approach
that is valid for linear as well as for nonlinear problems. The philosophy is
essentially probabilistic and allows the reader to understand the basic
difficulties appearing in the resolution of inverse problems. The book attempts
to explain how a method of acquisition of information can be applied to actual
real-world problems, and many of the arguments are heuristic.
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Bjork Ian Gittins 2002-12-11 Bjork is the most successful radical rock
experimentalist of her generation. Contrary, inimitable, and gloriously her
own, she has awed her famously dedicated fans for more than a decade with a
swooping, querulous voice that has been likened to a glass not quite breaking.
Bursting onto the Icelandic musical scene with a precocious album at the age of
11 and a series of releases in the 1980s that notably include her work with the
Sugar Cubes, Bjork soon found herself gaining international renown as she
released the jazzy Gling-Glo and her breakout solo album Debut. Since then the
superstar wordsmith has continued to produce idiosyncratic, well-received
works. In 1995 Bjork combined hit-making tunes with her maverick sounds to
produce Post, and then after working with an army of collaborators, Telegram.
Two years later, Homogenic took listeners on a compelling journey through the
outer reaches of electronica. Again abruptly switching directions, Bjork
starred as a blind mother in the critically acclaimed Dancer in the Dark,
producing the renowned Selmasongs soundtrack. Returning to explorations of
herself the next year, she produced Vespertine, an intimate and sensual fan
favorite that continues to sell well. Drawing on years of experience covering
Bjork and her industry, music journalist Ian Gittins explores and celebrates
the creative processes and motivations behind her amazing career and musical
history. With 70 color and black-and-white photographs, Bjork is a must-have
for her legions of devoted fans.
LCD Soundsystem's Sound of Silver Ryan Leas 2016
Neutral Milk Hotel's In the Aeroplane Over the Sea Kim Cooper 2005-11-16 >
Massive Attack’s Blue Lines Ian Bourland 2019-10-17 In 1991, a loose-knit
collective released a record called Blue Lines under the name Massive Attack,
splicing together American hip-hop and soul with the sounds of the British
underground. With its marauding bass lines, angular guitars, and psychedelic
effects, Blue Lines built on the Caribbean soundsystems and nascent rave scene
of the 1980s while also looking ahead to the group's signature blend of epic
cinematics and lush downtempo. In the process, Blue Lines invented an entirely
new genre called trip hop and launched the career of a rapper named Tricky.
Ultimately, Blue Lines created the sonic playbook for an emerging future:
hybrid, digital, cosmopolitan, and rooted in the black and immigrant
communities who animated the urban wreckage of the postindustrial city. Massive
Attack envisioned an alternate future in sharp counterpoint to the glossy
triumphalism of Brit Pop. And while the group would go on to bigger things,
this record was both a warning shot and a definitive statement that sounds as
otherworldy today as on the day of its release. As Blue Lines's iconic flame
logo spun on turntables the world over, Massive Attack and their spaced-out
urban blues reimagined music for the 1990s and beyond.
Binocular Vision and Ocular Motility Hermann M. Burian 1974
Computations in Algebraic Geometry with Macaulay 2 David Eisenbud 2013-03-14
This book presents algorithmic tools for algebraic geometry, with experimental
applications. It also introduces Macaulay 2, a computer algebra system
supporting research in algebraic geometry, commutative algebra, and their
applications. The algorithmic tools presented here are designed to serve
readers wishing to bring such tools to bear on their own problems. The first
part of the book covers Macaulay 2 using concrete applications; the second
emphasizes details of the mathematics.
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Advances in Tourism, Technology and Systems António Abreu 2020-11-19 This book
features a collection of high-quality research papers presented at the
International Conference on Tourism, Technology & Systems (ICOTTS 2020), held
at the University of Cartagena, in Cartagena de Indias, Colombia, from 29th to
31st October 2020. The book is divided into two volumes, and it covers the
areas of technology in tourism and the tourist experience, generations and
technology in tourism, digital marketing applied to tourism and travel, mobile
technologies applied to sustainable tourism, information technologies in
tourism, digital transformation of tourism business, e-tourism and tourism 2.0,
big data and management for travel and tourism, geotagging and tourist
mobility, smart destinations, robotics in tourism, and information systems and
technologies.
J Dilla's Donuts Jordan Ferguson 2014-04-24 From a Los Angeles hospital bed,
equipped with little more than a laptop and a stack of records, James “J Dilla”
Yancey crafted a set of tracks that would forever change the way beatmakers
viewed their artform. The songs on Donuts are not hip hop music as “hip hop
music” is typically defined; they careen and crash into each other, in one
moment noisy and abrasive, gorgeous and heartbreaking the next. The samples and
melodies tell the story of a man coming to terms with his declining health, a
final love letter to the family and friends he was leaving behind. As a
prolific producer with a voracious appetite for the history and mechanics of
the music he loved, J Dilla knew the records that went into constructing Donuts
inside and out. He could have taken them all and made a much different, more
accessible album. If the widely accepted view is that his final work is a
record about dying, the question becomes why did he make this record about
dying? Drawing from philosophy, critical theory and musicology, as well as
Dilla's own musical catalogue, Jordan Ferguson shows that the contradictory,
irascible and confrontational music found on Donuts is as much a result of an
artist's declining health as it is an example of what scholars call “late
style,” placing the album in a musical tradition that stretches back centuries.
Pharmacotherapy of Depression Domenic A. Ciraulo 2010-12-28 Comprehensive and
state of the art, the second edition of Pharmacotherapy of Depression offers
major revisions of every chapter and the addition of new chapters by expert
contributors. The first chapter reviews the neurobiology of depression, which
lays the groundwork for understanding the mechanisms of action of
antidepressants. In the next chapter, a review of the general principles
guiding the diagnosis and medication treatment of unipolar depression is
provided. The clinical pharmacology of antidepressants is reviewed in some
detail, supplemented by tables that provide information on dosing, indications,
and metabolism. Augmentation strategies are reviewed, including the use of nontraditional agents. The chapters that follow next address the use of
antidepressants in special populations, such as the elderly and depressed
individuals with psychosis, bipolar disorder, substance abuse, and post
traumatic stress disorder. The complex issues involving the diagnosis and
treatment of depression during pregnancy is thoroughly reviewed in Chapter 8
and provides a synthesis of the scientific literature in the area, one that is
noted for contradictory and controversial findings, as well as guidelines for
prescribing. The next chapter then provides an overview of the treatment of
depression in the pediatric population, highlighting clinical concerns such as
suicide risk. The book concludes with two chapters at the interface of medicine
and psychiatry in the treatment of mood disorders: managing depression in
primary care settings and depression associated with medical illnesses. The
outstanding clinician-scientists who have contributed to this volume are all
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leaders in their fields and represent a broad spectrum of renowned
institutions. A timely contribution to the literature, The Pharmacotherapy of
Depression, Second Edition, offers busy clinicians from many disciplines a
strong scientific foundation that seamlessly transitions into practical
recommendations for clinical practice. The result is another gold-standard
guide to the safe and effective use of the latest antidepressant medications.
Hole's Live Through This Anwen Crawford 2014-12-18 An upbeat, feminist analysis
of Hole's landmark 1994 album and its controversial creator, Courtney Love,
explores themes of womanhood, desire, disgust, self-destruction, survival and
fame. Original.
Finance Nico van der Wijst 2013-01-17 By providing a solid theoretical basis,
this book introduces modern finance to readers, including students in science
and technology, who already have a good foundation in quantitative skills. It
combines the classical, decision-oriented approach and the traditional
organization of corporate finance books with a quantitative approach that is
particularly well suited to students with backgrounds in engineering and the
natural sciences. This combination makes finance much more transparent and
accessible than the definition-theorem-proof pattern that is common in
mathematics and financial economics. The book's main emphasis is on investments
in real assets and the real options attached to them, but it also includes
extensive discussion of topics such as portfolio theory, market efficiency,
capital structure and derivatives pricing. Finance equips readers as future
managers with the financial literacy necessary either to evaluate investment
projects themselves or to engage critically with the analysis of financial
managers. Supplementary material is available at www.cambridge.org/wijst.
Iterative Methods for Sparse Linear Systems Yousef Saad 2003-04-01 Mathematics
of Computing -- General.
WHO Laboratory Manual for the Examination of Human Semen and Sperm-Cervical
Mucus Interaction World Health Organisation 1999-05-13 The definitive and
essential source of reference for all laboratories involved in the analysis of
human semen.
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